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Following the sales of Marshall Wace Tops and BH Global we have been purchasing Hipgnosis Songs 

in client portfolios to bring portfolio allocations to the alternatives sector back into line with 

guidance.  

  

This fund is the only London listed fund that invests in music royalties, buying the rights to 

catalogues of established, successful songs which generate regular income streams from multiple 

sources.  The fund was founded by Merck Mercuriadis, former manager of globally successful 

recording artists such as Elton John, Guns N’Roses, Morrisey, Iron Maiden and Beyonce. Merck is 

supported by a team of music industry experts and this an important part of the investment process 

in having the network and connections to continue to be able to acquire high quality songs in what 

might otherwise be a relatively difficult asset class to gain access to.  

  

A big tailwind that management believe will drive revenues is the secular theme of increased 
streaming worldwide, most especially in emerging markets. Streaming both opens up the potential 

market ( by reducing distribution barriers to zero), but also significantly extends the length of a 

songs earning potential. Streaming means that songs can stay with consumers (they can’t be broken, 

scratched or lost), but more importantly will continue to earn royalties every time the song is played, 
giving the owners much more certainty that income will be generated into the future.  

  

The management team look to buy catalogues that include songs with the following characteristics: 

 Those that are proven hits, delivering royalty income for numerous years 
 Those that are culturally influential and therefore likely to be continually played and/or 

covered by new recording artists. 
 Those that are underexploited and for which the manager is able to identify potential sync or 

cover opportunities. 
 Those offering upside from the improved administration of collecting royalty income. 
  

SONGs now owns 54 catalogues, comprised of multiple writers, performers and genres. In total, the 

portfolio has over 13,000 songs, 1,810 of which have been number one hits and 49 have been 

awarded a Grammy! A breakdown by genre can be seen below. Link here to a playlist of just a 

selection of the songs owned by the fund.  

  

  

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2eFengMrL1UBK1G5NolcYe


 

  

The fund aims to provide total returns over the medium to long term of 10% p.a, of which the 

dividend currently makes up c.4.5% of this return . We also anticipate the total returns of this fund 

to be relatively uncorrelated with other asset classes, in particular equity markets which is exactly 

what we are looking for within our alternatives sector.  

 


